ZedAI telcon 20090615

From zedwiki

**Note:** this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=6&day=15&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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### Present

Markus (scribe), Sam, Josh, James, Boris, Matt

### Regrets

Kenny, Ole, Per

### Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20090608

### Action Items
Brought Along

- markus bring forward missing lingering action items from previous telcons
- markus add all math issues clearly to tracker
- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue

Agenda/Minutes

(Note - ZedAI_Iteration4_TaskLog created)

XForms

Markus: good news: the Forms WG is moving 1.1 to PR

NISO timeline update

Markus: The "Draft standard for test use" period for part A may be extended so that part A and B are ultimately submitted for approval simultaneously.

Reality Check - iteration deliverables and timeline

Decision to move iteration end to end August. Summer is slow in the northern hemisphere, so putting out a new draft in the middle of it (July) is suboptimal.

We will aim for two additional iterations after the August iteration.

Items to focus on this week

Decision to use the one item per week list discussion scheme from now on.

This weeks item is #39 (object, tables and annotation)

@Boris send issue discussion intro to list

Boris: Our annotation element has a required attribute to distinguish who the source of the annotation is.

James: is there a way to express a purpose of an annotation? Table summary and object fallback has an implied purpose. "An annotation with a role of description".

Boris: One option is to keep summary in table and also use in object.
Markus: schema documentation should provide prose that clarifies what *kind* of annotations object fallback and table/summary are.

Boris: object fallback and table summary are semantically different from annotations to me. Annotation is an additional layer of information, almost like metainformation, talking about the text. Whereas in an audioversion of a book, the description of the image is part of the content.

**Testing**

WG members testing are advised to submit encountered issues directly to the GoogleCode tracker.
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